
Guidelines for the Application to Public Higher
Education Service at INESC-ID/IST - Portugal
(Version 1)

The objective of the service is for students who obtained a Bachelor / 1st cycle
degree in an European Union member state to apply to a Masters / 2nd cycle
program at IST in Portugal. All the process of transferring information about the
Bachelor degree is handled automatically by the system, without the need of the
candidate beforehand having obtained a diploma/certificate to present at IST.

Assumptions
In the guidelines that follow we assume that:

● The user that logs in our portal will request his evidence from the Data Owner
of its own country (for example, a spanish user will request his evidence from
the spanish Data Owner);



Guidelines

1. The user must login into the INESC-ID PT portal
(https://de4a-portal.gsd.inesc-id.pt:8443) using eID (citizen card or another
eIDAS compatible mechanism). In this case, we present images from a
Spanish candidate.

https://de4a-portal.gsd.inesc-id.pt:8443




In the end of the authentication process, a User successfully logged
message appears:

2. After the login, the user selects the Request Evidence tab on the navbar and
clicks on the Import Evidence button:



3. The user is then redirected to web pages in his country. Same cases (e.g.,
Spain) requires the student to provide an explicit permission before the data
leaves the country.





4. After accepting the retrieval of the evidence, the user is redirected again to
the IST portal, with the message Evidence is being stored by the portal.
Moreover, in this page the user will be able to add additional data, e.g.,
comments or URLs for CV or motivation letters. To end the process, the user
clicks on the Finish button.



The process ends with the message Additional data successfully stored.



5. At this moment, the IST Portal already contains the evidence and the
additional data from the user. To access the evidence and the additional data,
the user can then go to the Profile tab -> Evidence and Additional Data Show
buttons.



6. In the end, the user can go to the Course Application tab and apply to an
available course, by clicking on the Apply button. A message saying You
have successfully applied to the program should appear.


